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Abstract—In this paper, high-performance flip-flops are analyzed and classified into two categories: the conditional precharge
and the conditional capture technologies. This classification
is based on how to prevent or reduce the redundant internal
switching activities. A new flip-flop is introduced: the conditional
discharge flip-flop (CDFF). It is based on a new technology, known
as the conditional discharge technology. This CDFF not only reduces the internal switching activities, but also generates less
glitches at the output, while maintaining the negative setup time
and small -to- delay characteristics. With a data-switching
activity of 37.5%, the proposed flip-flop can save up to 39% of the
energy with the same speed as that for the fastest pulsed flip-flops.
Index Terms—Digital CMOS, flip-flop, low power, very large
scale integration (VLSI).

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE clock system, composed of the clock interconnection
network and timing elements (flip-flops and latches), is
one of the most power consuming components in a very large
scale integration (VLSI) system. It accounts for 30%–60% of
the total power dissipation in a system [1]. Moreover, in order
to sustain the trend of higher performance and throughput, more
timing elements will be employed for extensive pipelining of
not only datapath sections, but also global bus interconnects,
causing the power dissipation of the clock system to become
more dominant. As a result, reducing the power consumed by
flip-flops will have a deep impact on the total power consumed.
In addition, from a timing perspective, flip-flop latency consumes a large portion of the cycle time while the operating frequency increases. Accordingly, flip-flop choice and design has
a profound effect both in reducing the power dissipation and in
providing more slack time for easier time budgeting in high-performance systems. These reasons are the main thrust for the increased interest in flip-flop design and analysis. A wide selection of different flip-flops can be found in the literature [1]–[18].
Many contemporary microprocessors selectively use
master-slave and pulse-triggered flip-flops [2]. Traditional
master-slave flip-flops are made up of two stages, one master
and one slave and they are characterized by their hard-edge
property. Examples of master-slave flip-flops include the
transmission gate based POWERPC 603 [3], push–pull
D-type-flip-flop (DFF) [4], and true single phase clocked
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(TSPC) flip-flop [5]. Another edge-triggered flip-flop is the
sense amplifier based flip-flop (SAFF) [6]. All these hard-edged
flip-flops are characterized by positive setup time, causing
large -to- delays. Alternatively, pulse-triggered flip-flops
reduce the two stages into one stage and are characterized
by the soft edge property. The logic complexity and number
of stages inside these pulse-triggered flip-flops are reduced,
leading to small -to- delays. One of the main advantages
of pulse-triggered flip-flops is that they allow time borrowing
across cycle boundaries as a result of the zero or even negative setup time. Due to these timing issues, pulse-triggered
flip-flops provide higher performance than their master-slave
counterparts, and since we are concerned about performance,
master-slave flip-flops will not be discussed any further in this
paper.
Pulse-triggered flip-flops can be classified into two types,
implicit and explicit, and this classification is due to the pulse
generators they use. In implicit-pulse triggered flip-flops
(ip-FF), the pulse is generated inside the flip-flop, for example,
hybrid latch flip-flip (HLFF) [7], semi-dynamic flip-flop
(SDFF) [8], and implicit-pulsed data-close-to-output flip-flop
(ip-DCO) [9] . Whereas, in explicit-pulse triggered flip-flops
(ep-FF), the pulse is generated externally, for example, explicit-pulsed data-close-to-output flip-flop (ep-DCO) [9] and
the flip-flops from [10] and [11].
At first glance, ep-FF consumes more energy due to the explicit pulse generator. However, ep-FF has several advantages.
First, ep-FF can have the pulse generator shared by neighboring
flip-flops, a technique that is not straightforward to use in
ip-FF. This sharing can help in distributing the power overhead
of the pulse generator across many ep-FF, and a system using
ep-FF will be more energy efficient than a system using ip-FF.
Second, double-edge triggering is straightforward to implement
in ep-FF, but it is difficult to deploy in ip-FF. Using double-edge
triggering, where data latching or sampling is issued at both
the rising and falling edges, usually allows the clock routing
network to consume less power. For example, for a system
with a throughput of one operation per cycle and a clock
frequency , double-edge triggering results in two operations
being executed in one cycle; if we use half the frequency, we
can maintain the same throughput of the original system. With
half the frequency, the clock switching activity is reduced by
half, which leads to considerable power savings in the clock
routing network. Third, ep-FF could have the advantage of
better performance as the height of the nMOS stack in ep-FF
is less than that in ip-FF [2]. With this rationale, the authors
believe that ep-FF topology is more suited for low-power and
high-performance designs.
One effective technique to obtain power savings inside a
flip-flop can be devised by realizing the fact that a common
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property among various high-speed flip-flops is the utilization
of dynamic structure. This dynamic behavior causes a lot
of power to be wasted as a result of unnecessary internal
switching activity, especially in moderate or lower data activity
environments. Reducing these activities can effectively result
in reducing the overall power dissipation. In this regard,
several existing approaches to reduce the internal switching
activity are surveyed and classified into conditional precharge
and conditional capture techniques. This paper reviews these
techniques with some associated flip-flops utilizing these
techniques. Also, a new technique, Conditional Discharge, is
proposed in this paper. This new technique not only reduces the
internal switching activity of flip-flops but also overcomes the
limitations associated with some of the techniques mentioned
above.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes different techniques used to reduce the switching activity inside
flip-flops, and it introduces the new technique. Section III describes the explicit pulse-triggered flip-flop, ep-DCO, and the
associated limitations. Section IV presents the new flip-flop utilizing the new technique for low-power and high-speed designs.
Section V compares flip-flops (ep-DCO and CDFF) and shows
the simulation results. Finally, we conclude in Section VI.
II. TECHNIQUES FOR REDUCING SWITCHING ACTIVITY
Most of the flip-flops presented here are dynamic in nature,
and some internal nodes are precharged and evaluated in each
cycle without producing any useful activity at the output when
the input is stable. Reducing this redundant switching activity
has a profound effect in reducing the power dissipation, and in
the literature many techniques were presented for this purpose
[12]–[16]. A brief survey of such techniques is conducted in this
work, and the main techniques were classified into: conditional
precharge and conditional capture.
A. Conditional Precharge Technique
The general idea of this technique is that the precharging path
is controlled to avoid precharging the internal node when
stays HIGH. Fig. 1 shows the general scheme of the conditional
precharge technique. In the absence of the pMOS precharge
control and when stays HIGH for a long time, the discharge
path will be on during the evaluation periods, causing node
to discharge after each precharging phase. To eliminate these
charging/discharging activities, a pMOS transistor is inserted
in the precharging path, which will prevent the precharging of
in case the data input is stable HIGH. Flip-flops CPFF
node
[12], DE-CPFF [13], and CP-SAFF [14] employ this technique;
they are shown in Fig. 2(a)–(c) respectively. For example, in
CP-FF and dual-edge clocking conditional precharge flip-flop
whereas in conditional
(DE-CPFF) the control signal is
precharge sense-amplifier flip-flop (CP-SAFF) the control
signal is the data input .
B. Conditional Capture Technique
This technique is based on the clock-gating idea, and Fig. 3
shows the general scheme for this technique. This technique
is mainly applied for implicit pulse-triggered flip-flops such as
CCFF [15] and imCCFF [16] which are shown in Fig. 4(a) and

Fig. 1.

Conditional precharge technique.

(b), respectively. Essentially these two flip-flops employ the internal clock-gating approach. Flip-flops in this category feature
a transparent window period that is used to sample the input.
This window, created by an implicit pulse generator, is determined by the time when both clocked transistors in the first stage
are simultaneously on. After sampling a HIGH state at the input,
the output will be HIGH. This output state could be used to
shut the transparent window as long as it is HIGH, preventing the
redundant activities of the internal node . In this technique, a
-controlled gate is inserted on the path of the delayed clock to
the first stage, Fig. 3.
In Fig. 4, the condition captured flip-flop (CCFF) is introduced to reduce redundant power at the internal node. This
flip-flop employs a scheme much like the JK-type-flip-flop
[19], but it adds one more gate that is switching with the clock
compared to HLFF [7]. This addition leads to an increase
in the power consumed by the clock system, and it may
offset the savings gained from reducing the internal redundant switching power. Moreover, employing the double-edge
triggered technique will be complicated and the transistor
count would increase because it requires the duplication of the
NOR gate and other clocked transistors. A revised condition
captured flip-flop (imCCFF), Fig. 4, is proposed to improve the
energy-delay-product (EDP). A further enhancement on this
flip-flop could be employed to reduce the switching activity on
the internal node , which may further improve the EDP.
C. Proposed Conditional Discharge Technique
The clock-gating in the conditional capture technique results
in redundant power consumed by the gate controlling the delivery of the delayed clock to the flip-flop. As a result, conditional precharge technique outperformed the conditional capture
technique in reducing the flip-flop EDP [16]. But the conditional
precharge technique has been applied only to ip-FF, and it is
difficult to use a double-edge triggering mechanism for these
flip-flops, as it will require a lot of transistors. A new technique, conditional discharge technique, is proposed in this paper
for both implicit and explicit pulse-triggered flip-flops without
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Fig. 3. Conditional capture technique.

path when the input is stable HIGH and, thus, the name Conditional Discharge Technique. In this scheme, an nMOS transistor
is inserted in the discharge path of the stage
controlled by
with the high-switching activity. When the input undergoes a
changes to HIGH and
LOW-to-HIGH transition, the output
to LOW. This transition at the output switches off the discharge
path of the first stage to prevent it from discharging or doing
evaluation in succeeding cycles as long as the input is stable
HIGH.
III. EXPLICIT PULSE-TRIGGERED FLIP-FLOP

Fig. 2. Flip-flops using the conditional precharge technique. (a) CPFF.
(b) DE-CPFF. (c) CP-SAFF.

the problems associated with the conditional capture technique,
Fig. 5. Also, this new technique is employed to present a new
flip-flop as well (Section IV). In this technique, the extra
switching activity is eliminated by controlling the discharge

Pulse-triggered flip-flops outperform hard-edged flip-flops,
as they provide a soft edge, negative setup time, and small
-to- delays, which help not only in reducing the delay
penalty these flip-flops incur on cycle time but also help in
absorbing the clock skew [7], [8], [20]. In general ep-FF do not
offer any performance advantage over their ip-FF counterparts
and consumes more energy due to the explicit pulse generator
[9]. However, the pulse generator power dissipation overhead
can be distributed among a group of flip-flops. Moreover, when
double-edge triggered flip-flops are considered to reduce the
power dissipation of the clock distribution network [21], the
ep-FF is more suitable.
One example of ep-FF is the ep-DCO flip-flop; it is considered one of the fastest flip-flops due to its semi-dynamic structure [9]. It is well suited for very high-performance applications,
where it can be employed in the most critical paths of a design to
achieve a very small flip-flop delay. This allows more freedom
in cycle budgeting especially with its negative setup time feature
that is due to the use of the pulse triggering mechanism. Fig. 6
shows the schematic for the ep-DCO flip-flop; its semi-dynamic
structure consists of two stages: a dynamic (first stage) and a
static stage (second). After the rising edge of the clock, tranand
turn on for a short period of time, which is
sistors
equal to the delay incurred by the pulse generator. During this
period, the flip-flop is transparent and the input data propagates
to the output. After the transparent period, the pull-down paths
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Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. Flip-flops using the conditional capture technique: (a) CCFF and
(b) imCCFF.

in both stages are turned off via the same transistors
and
. Hence any change at the input cannot pass to the output.
Keepers are used to maintain the output and internal node states
when the circuit is in the hold mode.
Careful analysis of the ep-DCO circuit reveals a significant
amount of power being consumed by charging and discharging
the internal node . Node is charged and discharged at every
clock cycle, especially when the input is not changing. Since
these internal activities do not produce useful operation, the part
of power dissipated during the charge/discharge events does not
contribute to the circuit operation. Moreover, while the output
in each
is HIGH, the repeated charging/discharging of node
clock cycle causes glitches to appear at the output. As the , it
creates a discharge path forinternal node is precharged HIGH

Proposed conditional discharge technique.

Fig. 6. Single-edge triggered explicit-pulsed flip-flop, ep-DCO.

the output node that stays on for a small period of time after the
start of the evaluation period [22]; this path causes the output to
loose some of its charge. These glitches propagate to the driven
gates not only to increase their switching power consumption
but also to cause noise problems that may lead to system malfunctioning.
IV. PROPOSED CONDITIONAL DISCHARGE FLIP-FLOP (CDFF)
The schematic diagram of the proposed flip-flop, conditional
discharge flip-flop (CDFF), is shown in Fig. 7. It uses a pulse
generator as in [9], which is suitable for double-edge sampling.
The flip-flop is made up of two stages. Stage one is responsible
for capturing the LOW-to-HIGH transition. If the input is HIGH
in the sampling window, the internal node is discharged, aswere initially (LOW, HIGH) for the discharge
suming that
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Fig. 8. Setup used for the flip-flops simulations. Inputs are driven by inverters,
and the output is driving a load of 14 minimum inverters (FO14).

stays HIGH
issue in mixed signal circuits. Moreover, node
or precharged in most cases, which helps in simplifying the
keeper structure as shown in Fig. 7, and it also reduces the
capacitive load at node .
Double-edge triggered pulse generator [9] is utilized to further reduce power on the clock tree and the clocked transistors
in pulse generator. Double-edge triggered flip-flops can have
the same data throughput as the single-edge triggered flip-flops.
The power saved in the clock distribution network is not included when we compare the power consumption. Also, clockgating [23], [24] can be easily applied to eliminate power conkeeps the same value. Although the input
sumption when
load is increased, the overall power saving could be achieved
significantly.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
Fig. 7. Proposed conditional discharge double-edge triggered flip-flop, CDFF.

path to be enabled. As a result, the output node will be charged
to HIGH through P2 in the second stage. Stage 2 captures the
HIGH-to-LOW input transition. If the input
was LOW during
the sampling period, then the first stage is disabled, and node
retains its precharge state. Whereas, node will be HIGH,
and the discharge path in the second stage will be enabled in the
sampling period, allowing the output node to discharge and to
correctly capture the input data.
The conditional discharging scheme is employed in the CDFF
as follows: in order to reduce the redundant switch power, we
employ a discharge control transistor N5 at the discharge path
, which means
of the first stage. When
and
, N5 turns on, and the discharge path is enabled.
If the input makes a LOW-to-HIGH transition, and CLK_pulse
is HIGH, N1, N5, and N3 switch on, the internal node is disis pulled up to HIGH with
pulled
charged to LOW, and
down to LOW, which shuts off the nMOS stack in first stage.
For this transition (LOW-to-HIGH), is discharged only once;
will not be sampled because
i.e., consecutive HIGH level at
. To ensure that the
the discharging path is inhibited by
HIGH-to-LOW transition is sampled by the flip-flop, dual path is
used. Recall that the output rise transition tends to be the slow
path (critical path); by employing dual path, capacity at node
is reduced, and thus the LOW-to-HIGH delay could be reduced.
is not charged and discharged every clock
Since node
cycle, no glitches appear on the output node when the input
stays high, and will not be discharged at the beginning of
each evaluation [22] as that in the other precharged dynamic
circuits such as HLFF, SDFF, or ip-DCO. As a result, CDFF
features less switching noise generation, which is an important

The simulation results for all flip-flops were obtained in
CMOS technology at room temperature using
a 0.18
HSPICE, the supply voltage is 1.8 V. The setup used in our
simulations is shown in Fig. 8. In order to obtain accurate
results, we have simulated the circuits in a real environment,
which dictates that the flip-flops’ inputs (clock, data) are driven
by fixed input buffers, and the outputs are required to drive an
output load. The value of the capacitance load at output node
is selected to simulate a fan out of fourteen standard sized
inverters (FO14) [19] for the technology in use. Assuming
with
uniform data distribution, we have supplied the input
16-cycle pseudorandom input data with activity 37.5% to
reflect the average power consumption. The input pattern
“1010” represents maximum input switching act “1111” and
“0000” represent zero switching activity. A clock frequency of
250 MHz is used for single-edge triggered flip-flops, whereas
a 125-MHz frequency is used for double-edge triggered
flip-flops.
For fair comparison, we present the energy versus delay
and the EDP versus delay curves. Power consumed in data
and clock drivers are included in our measurements. Circuits
were optimized for minimum power delay product, PDP. The
-to- delay [20] is obtained by sweeping the LOW-to-HIGH
and HIGH-to-LOW data transition times with respect to the clock
edge, and the minimum data to output delay corresponding
to optimum setup time is recorded. Minimum -to- delay
is an appropriate metrics for flip-flops because it reflects the
correlations between -to-Clock delay, Clock-to- delay, and
the -to- delay.
Fig. 9 shows the curve of energy-per-cycle at different minimum -to- propagation delays for the flip-flops: ep-DCO
and CDFF. We record the -to- delay at every 10–20 ps
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Energy-per-cycle versus

D-to-Q delay curves for ep-DCO and CDFF.

X

Fig. 11. Waveform for the ep-DCO flip-flop, lot of switching activities for
exist when is stable HIGH. Also some associated glitches are apparent on the
output .

Q

Fig. 10.

EDP versus

D

D-to-Q delay curves for ep-DCO and CDFF.

interval in the range 180 ps to 24 ps to plot the curve. The
transistor sizes increase while the delay decreases. Energy
is reduced in the case of CDFF by almost 20.5% at target
-to- delay of 65 ps and up to 39% at 24 ps. As the target
delay decreases, the energy advantage of CDFF over ep-DCO
increases. Fig. 10 shows the EDP curve as well. For smaller
-to- delays, CDFF achieves up to 39% improvements in
EDP than ep-DCO. ep-DCO has more energy consumption due
to the presence of redundant switching activity.
Figs. 11 and 12 show snapshots of the waveforms for the two
flip-flops. The internal switching activity of CDFF at node
is less than that for ep-DCO. The waveforms show that the new
flip-flop outputs are glitch-free when the input stays high.
In addition, Table I shows the simulation results of various
delay, CDFF
flip-flops classified in Section II. In view of
and ep-DCO have the smallest delay because ep-DCO has less
nMOS stack height than implicit pulse-triggered flip-flops like
CCFF and CPFF; CDFF uses dual path, which generally has
better driving ability to help achieve small delay. CP-SAFF has
large -to- delay due to its hard edge characteristic and low
swing clock.
In view of the power consumption, CDFF consumes the least,
while ep-DCO and imCCFF consume more power since redundant switching activity exists at and nodes in ep-DCO and
imCCFF respectively.

Fig. 12. Waveform for CDFF, switching activity at node
any glitches on the output .

Q

X is reduced, without

TABLE I
COMPARING THE FLIP-FLOP CHARACTERISTICS AGAINST 6 OTHER FLIP-FLOPS
IN TERMS OF DELAY, POWER, AND POWER DELAY PRODUCT
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In view of PDP comparison, CDFF has the smallest PDP;
SAFF-CP has the largest PDP because its relatively very large
-to- delay. Due to the complexity within CCFF and imCCFF, their PDP are larger than CDFF.
For low-voltage environment, these techniques could also
be used. However, with threshold voltage scaling, the leakage
power control is essential. Under 1.0 V, the proposed CDFF
[26]
could be implemented with MTCMOS [25], dualtechniques to control leakage power consumption.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new technique, conditional discharge, is introduced to reduce the switching activity of some internal nodes in
flip-flops. This technique was utilized in a new flip-flop, conditional discharge flip-flop or CDFF. With a data switching activity of 37.5%, the new flip-flop can save up to 39% of the energy with the same speed as that for the fastest pulsed flip-flops.
While ep-DCO is suitable for speed critical paths, CDFF is suitable for both speed critical paths and speed-insensitive paths
for energy-efficiency. Moreover, in terms of PDP, CDFF outperforms the conditional capture flip-flops (CCFF, imCCFF) as
well as conditional precharge flip-flops (CPFF, DE-CPFF). The
above Conditional Discharge Technique could be applied to implicit pulsed flip-flops like ip-DCO and HLFF as well.
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